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Reports To 
Planning Supervisor 

Job Overview 
Shipping/Receiving Coordinator is responsible for keeping records of all products shipped and received at 
Alpha Oil Tools. They properly package the goods in shipping containers, shrink wrap containers, develop 
mailing labels and shipping documents and ensure that all orders have been filled correctly. They 
coordinate shipments to ensure deliveries are met. The Coordinator verifies incoming shipments by 
counting components, verifying and compiling paperwork, and storing that information into ProShop 
when required. They also manage the raw material yard. 

Responsibilities and Duties 
 Unpacks all shipment deliveries. 
 Ensures products received meets all purchase order and engineering requirements. 
 Verifies counts of all items received. 
 Verifies all records are submitted for quality control review. 
 Inputs required data into ProShop. 
 Coordinates all outgoing shipments ensuring requirements are met and cost minimized. 
 Pulls orders, handles customer pickups, direct shipment, obtaining the proper signatures for 

release and verifies all orders prior to them leaving the facility and responsible for the final 
release of the product from the facility. 

 Creates all labels and packing lists required for shipment. 
 Assist assembly team when required to assemble and package products. 
 Proper use of tools and fixtures to package and assemble kits, parts and products. 
 Interpret technical documents, such as assembly instructions, drawings, diagrams, schematics, 

and blueprints. 
 Understanding verbal and/or written instructions. 
 Verify documentation is complete and entered into Proshop. 
 Maintains assembly and shipping equipment, fixtures and tools ensures proper inventory of all 

packaging and shipping materials. 
 Identify any defective items and handle according to established procedures. 
 Operate various machinery including booms, cameras, cranes, and forklifts to handle materials 

and inventory. 
 Maintain a clean and tidy workspace (5S). 
 Meet all safety, environmental, and quality requirements of Alpha Oil Tools. 
 Ability to use reason to solve problems as they arise. 

Qualifications 
 A High School Diploma or GED. 
 2 Years in assembly operations of Alpha or similar products. 
 Attention to detail. 
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 Excellent hand-eye coordination. 
 Skilled with mechanics. 
 Ability to lift at least 50 lbs. 
 Willing to perform repetitive tasks while sitting or standing for extended periods of time. 
 Must have good eyesight, including depth perception, peripheral vision, and ability to 

differentiate between colors. 


